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Case Report
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Abstract. Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease is a phenotypically and genetically heterogeneous group of disorders affecting both
motor and sensory neurons. Exome sequencing has driven discovery of genes responsible for Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
with more than 70 genes now associated with this neuromuscular disease. The MARS gene was recently reported as the
cause of Charcot-Marie-Tooth 2U, a slowly progressive axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy with adult-onset, reported in
six patients. We report here a patient with a progressive, early childhood-onset, motor-predominant form of Charcot-MarieTooth disease. Exome sequencing identified a novel MARS variant (c.1189G>A; p.Ala397Thr) that was not present in her
unaffected mother; her unaffected father was unavailable. Further studies using structural modeling and a yeast humanization
assay support pathogenicity of the variant. Our study expands the phenotype of Charcot-Marie-Tooth 2U, while highlighting
the utility of functional assays to evaluate variant pathogenicity.
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INTRODUCTION
Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease is a genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous group of
inherited peripheral neuropathies that affects motor
and sensory nerves. CMT can present from birth to
late adulthood and varies in rate of disease progression [1]. Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 2 (CMT2)
is an axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy with an
autosomal dominant inheritance pattern.
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More than 70 genes have been linked to CMT,
including seven genes belonging to the family
of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (ARS) [2–6]. The
enzymes encoded by the ARS genes link specific
tRNAs to their corresponding amino acids. CMT phenotypes caused by mutation of ARS genes include:
KARS and YARS which result in a sensorimotor
polyneuropathy and; AARS, HARS, GARS, and WARS
that give rise to a motor-predominant CMT [7–9].
Mutations in methionyl-tRNA synthetase (MARS)
have been identified as the cause of CMT type 2U
(CMT2U) [10]. The initial family had two affected
members who presented with adult-onset distal muscle wasting and lower extremity weakness [10].
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Subsequent studies have reported four additional
patients from three families with CMT2U and MARS
variants [2, 11, 12]. However, given the small number of patients reported to date and incomplete
genetic evidence for the role of MARS in neuropathy,
additional clinical, functional, and genetic characterization is required to gain a full appreciation of MARS
related neuropathies. Herein, we report a patient
with early-onset progressive motor neuropathy secondary to a novel mutation in MARS, c.1189G>A,
p.Ala397Thr.

METHODS
Exome capture and high-throughput sequencing
was performed at McGill University and Genome
Québec Innovation Centre (Montréal, Canada) from
total genomic DNA extracted from blood of the
patient and her mother. Exonic DNA was selected
using the SureSelect 50Mb (V5) All ExonKit (Agilent, Santa Clara, California). Sequencing (Illumina
HiSeq 2000 Systems, San Diego, California) generated approximately 6 Gbp of 100 bp, paired-end reads
per sample. Read alignment, variant calling [single
nucleotide variants (SNV) and insertions/deletions],
and annotation were performed as outlined for
previous FORGE and Care4Rare Canada projects
(additional information on variant filtering available
in supplementary materials) [13]. The mean sequencing coverage was 122x with 97.5% of bases in the
consensus coding sequences (CCDS) covered by at
least 20 reads. PCR amplification followed by bidirectional Sanger sequencing was used to validate
the identified mutation and its absence in the patient’s
mother. The patient’s father was not available for testing; there were no SNPs in proximity of the variant
to facilitate a haplotype analysis.
Yeast complementation assays to study the functional consequences of MARS variants were
performed as previously described [10]. The
p.Ala397Thr missense variant was modeled in the
human MARS open-reading frame (primers available
upon request) (additional information on clone selection methods available in supplementary materials).
Four independent transformations were performed,
using one of four independently generated expression clones (1–4 in Fig. 2). One colony from each
transformation was selected for analysis and grown
to saturation for two days at 37◦ C in liquid media
lacking uracil and leucine. A 10l aliquot of each
culture was spotted undiluted or diluted 1:10, 1:100,

or 1:1,000 in H2 O, plated on medium containing
0.1% 5-FOA (Teknova), and incubated at 30◦ C for 72
hours. Survival was determined by visual inspection
of growth.
The structure of the human methionyl-tRNA synthetase (MARS) complexed with methionine and
bound to two zinc ions has been reported by Xray crystallography at 2.278 Å and deposited in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB IDs: 5GOY and 5GL7)
[14]. The coordinate files were downloaded and
5GOY was used as template to model the structure
of the MARS variants relevant to CMT (Ala397Thr,
Arg618Cys and Pro800Thr) using Modeller 9.19
(homology modeling) [15]. Modeller DOPE score
was used to rank models and the best predicted model
was selected for further refinement. Coot (version
0.8.6.1) [16] was used to manually refine the models,
fix steric clashes, improper angles and other modeling issues. Prosa-web [17] and Ramachandran plot
analysis module of Coot was used to validate the
quality of the models [19]. Intramolecular contacts
were calculated using Arpeggio [18]. Duet was used
to calculate protein structure stability changes upon
mutation [19]. Images were prepared using PyMOL
(https://pymol.org/2/).

CASE REPORT
An 11 year-old girl was first noted to have gross
motor difficulties in her first year of life. She began
to roll at 7 months sat independently at 11 months
and walked at 2 years of age. Her gross motor development plateaued at 2.5 years of age. She was never
able to run and fell frequently. Her birth and family
history were unremarkable.
At 4 years of age she would walk but could not
rise up on her heels or toes. Cranial nerve examination was normal. Distal muscle wasting was noted
and her Gower maneuver was positive. Deep tendon
reflexes were absent. Sensory testing was unreliable
due to her age. Serum creatine kinase was 139 U/L
(normal<175 U/L). Nerve conduction studies (Supplemental Table 1) were consistent with a diffuse
motor neuropathy or neuronopathy. Her right median
and bilateral sural nerve sensory responses were
intact; however, all motor responses showed reduced
or absent amplitudes. Needle EMG revealed abundant fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves
in her right iliopsoas and tibialis anterior muscles with
large, rapidly-firing motor units observed.
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Genetic testing for SMA, distal-SMA type 4, and
a next-generation-sequencing panel of CMT genes
(MFN2, RAB7A, LMNA, MPZ, HSPB1, NEFL,
GADP1, TRPV4, HSPB8 and GJB1) was unremarkable. Muscle biopsy at 6 years of age revealed
neurogenic atrophy. MRI brain and spine were unremarkable.
By 9 years of age she had further decline in her
strength. If placed in a standing position she could
take several hesitant steps with her knees locked. She
was unable to rise from a seated to standing position. Cranial nerves remained intact. Muscle strength
revealed (MRC scale): biceps 3, triceps 3, abductor pollicis brevis 0, iliopsoas 4+, tibialis anterior
2, extensor hallicus longus 0. Sensory testing noted
a mild decrease in vibration and cold sensation in
her lower extremities. By 11 years of age she was
non-ambulatory. She could no longer feed or dress
independently. She remained cognitively normal and
had no weakness of her bulbar, facial or extraocular
muscles.
Due to the lack of a molecular diagnosis the patient
was enrolled in the Care4Rare Canada research study
for exome sequencing. Ethics approval was received
from the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario
Research Ethics Board (REB Protocol#11/04E) and
consent was obtained from the patient’s mother.

RESULTS
Duo exome sequencing was performed for the
patient and her mother, as the patient’s father was
unavailable. We first assessed for variants in known
recessive disease genes: no variants were identified
which could explain the patient’s condition. Next,
we assessed rare heterozygous variants in known
disease genes and identified MARS (NM 004990.3)
c.1189G>A, p.Ala397Thr. This variant has never
been observed in affected individuals or control
databases (EVS, 1000Genomes, ExAC, gnomAD).
The p.Ala397 residue is highly conserved (down to
yeast) and in silico analyses (SIFT (0), CADD (36),
and PolyPhen-2 (0.99)) all predict this change to be
deleterious. Sanger sequencing confirmed the presence of the variant in the patient and its absence in
her mother. Given the previous association of mutations in MARS with CMT, the deleterious-appearing
nature of the p.Ala397Thr, the unavailability of the
patient’s father for testing, and that no other changes
in neuropathy associated genes were identified we set
out to further evaluate the functional consequences
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using structural modeling and a yeast complementation assay.
To investigate the effect of the p.Ala397Thr variant identified in this study, as well as the previously
identified CMT-associated variants p.Arg618Cys and
p.Pro800Thr, we modeled their tridimensional structure based on the crystallographic structure of the
human MARS protein (PDB ID 5GOY) (Fig. 1A)
[20]. The residues p.Ala397 and p.Arg618 are invariant and the p.Pro800 is conserved in most organisms,
including plants (Fig. 1B). Ala397 is located within
the catalytic domain, adjacent to one of the zinc fingers (Fig. 1A), likely important for the linker and/or
zinc finger motif structure and, therefore, to MARS
catalytic activity. Substitution to threonine can alter
the network of contacts established by residue 397,
particularly with regard to water interactions and
novel hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1C-D). Arg618 is completely buried in the core of the helical domain,
adjacent to the predicted tRNA-binding sites, and
its replacement by a cysteine residue abolishes most
of the important contact network of the all-helical
domain, especially hydrogen bonds and dipole interactions (Fig. 1E-F). Pro800 is an exposed residue
located on the helical domain, facing the predicted
position of the anticodon (Fig. 1A). A structurally
adjacent residue to p.Pro800, p.Ser662 has been
shown to be directly implicated in tRNA-Met binding
[21]. A hydrogen bond established between p.Pro800
and p.Asp655 (Fig. 1G) is lost in the p.Pro800T model
(Fig. 1H) which may impact the proper orientation of
the adjacent key anticodon recognition residues.
Previous studies revealed that the MARS yeast
ortholog Mes1, is an essential gene for cell survival [10]. Complementation assays have been
previously employed to study the functional consequences of ARS variants of unknown significance,
including variants identified in methionyl-tRNA
synthetase [22]. To determine the functional consequences of p.Ala397Thr we utilized this previously
established system to model the variant in the
human MARS open-reading frame. The p.Ala397Thr
MARS variant resulted in severely depleted cellular
growth (Fig. 2), indicating that p.Ala397Thr negatively affects enzymatic function. This is consistent
with other CMT-associated ARS mutations, which
decrease function in vitro and in vivo [5]. However,
the effects of impaired ARS function on neuronal
health are currently unclear. It should be noted that
the other ARS enzymes implicated in CMT function as homodimers, suggesting a dominant-negative
effect. MARS, however, functions as a monomer,

Fig. 1. Structural studies of CMT-associated missense variants. (A) Structure of the human MARS protein (PDB ID 5goy) complexed with methionine (green) and docked with a tRNA molecule.
Residues Ala 397, Arg 618 and Pro 800, found mutated in CMT affected individuals, are shown in yellow spheres. (B) Sequence alignment showing conservation of residues 397, 618 and 800.
Internal contacts calculated using the software Arpeggio for each residue are shown: (C) A397, (D) T397, (E) R618, (F) C618, (G) P800, (H) T800. Contacts in C-H are shown in dotted lines:
black lines indicate hydrophobic interactions (short distance, <5 Å), red show hydrogen bonds, yellow polar interactions and grey carbon-π-aromatic interactions. The catalytic domain of MARS,
as well as of other class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, is composed by a Rossmann fold domain and a connective polypeptide (CP) domain formed by ␤ ribbon with two zinc fingers (A) [20]. The
tRNA binding is established in an all-helical domain in the C-terminal portion of the protein (A). An extrapolation of the predicted tRNA binding position is shown (A), based on superimposition
with tRNA-bound Ile synthetase (1FFY).
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M
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M
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N/A
N/A
N/A
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Biopsy

F
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F
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muscle wasting.
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M
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45
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5
66
<1
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c.1852C>T
p.Arg618Cys
81
c.1852C>T
p.Arg618Cys
50
5
c.2398C>A
p.Pro800Thr
N/A
4
c.2398C>A
p.Pro800Thr
N/A

Nam et al. 2016
Nam et al. 2016
Hyun et al. 2014

3
c.2398C>A
p.Pro800Thr
68
2
c.2398C>A
p.Pro800Thr
69
1
c.1189G>A
p.Ala397Thr
11

We report an 11 year-old girl with an early-onset
and rapidly progressive motor-predominant neuropathy due to a novel mutation in MARS (c.1189G>A,
p.Ala397Thr). The clinical presentation reported here
is distinct from the previously documented phenotypic spectrum of patients with MARS mutations and
suggests that the spectrum of neuropathy and rate of
progression for this condition is broader than previously thought.
CMT2U was described in 2013 as a late-onset
neuropathy with incomplete penetrance [10]. Using
exome sequencing, a heterozygous p.Arg618Cys
MARS variant was identified in a proband (onset at 45
years of age) (Table 1) and his affected maternal uncle
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Family
Variant
(NM 004990.3)
Age at diagnosis
(yrs)
Age at onset
(years)
Sex
Motor Symptoms

DISCUSSION

Hirano et al. 2016

raising the possibility of multiples mechanisms for
ARS-mediated neuropathy.

This report

Fig. 2. The p.Ala397Thr MARS allele displays a loss-of-function
effect in yeast complementation studies. Yeast lacking endogenous Mes1 (the yeast ortholog of MARS) were transformed with
vectors containing wild-type or p.Ala397Thr MARS, or a vector
with no MARS insert (‘Empty’). Four independent p.Ala397Thr
MARS expression constructs were transformed, grown in selective
media, and plated undiluted or diluted (1 : 10, 1 : 100, or 1 : 1,000)
on media containing 5-FOA. This system allows for assessment
of the ability of experimental alleles to support yeast cell growth
in vivo (in the absence of the yeast MARS ortholog, Mes1). The
haploid yeast strain deleted for the endogenous Mes1 locus was
transformed with a pRS315 experimental vector containing the
LEU2 gene and either: (1) no MARS insert (‘Empty’); (2) wildtype MARS; or (3) p.Ala397Thr MARS. Wild-type MARS supported
robust cellular growth, while the vector with no MARS insert did
not. These data indicate that the experimental vector harbors a
functional wild-type copy of MARS and that Mes1 is an essential
gene, respectively. In contrast, p.Ala397Thr MARS supported very
little yeast cell growth, consistent with this being a loss-of-function
allele.

Table 1
Clinical features of CMT2U patients with mutations in MARS

Gonzalez et al.
2013

Gonzalez et al.
2013
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(onset at 67 years of age), as well as his unaffected
mother (NCS not reported). The authors postulated
that the late and variable age of onset in this family
may have contributed to the apparent incomplete penetrance in this family. Yeast complementation assays
for this variant showed a detrimental effect on growth
suggesting p.Arg618Cys is a loss-of-function allele.
Two additional unrelated patients with late-onset
CMT associated with a p. Pro800Thr MARS variant
have been reported (Table 1) [2, 12]. Age-of-onset
varied from 50 to 66 years and the patients’ severity also ranged from mild weakness in the absence
of muscle atrophy to distal muscle wasting and sensory loss (Table 1). The same p.Pro800Thr MARS
variant has been reported in a third family, with an
earlier age of onset at 5 and 16 years of age, no
additional clinical data was provided [11]. Although
the p.Pro800Thr MARS variant has been identified in
multiple unrelated families, the pathogenicity of this
variant remains unclear.
The early-onset and rapidly progressive motorpredominant neuropathy for the patient reported
here is distinct from previous sensorimotor presentations reported for patients with CMT2U. A similar
spectrum of clinical presentation has been reported
in patients with GARS mutations associated with
CMT2D [9]. While the majority of patients with
CMT2D have onset of sensorimotor symptoms and
signs in adolescence associated with slow progression, patients have also been reported with infantile
onset of a distal-SMA type phenotype. The reason
for phenotypic variability in patients with MARS
and GARS mutations remains unclear. Structurally,
the residues p.Arg616 and p.Pro800, mutated in
the late-onset form of CMT2U, locate in the allhelical domain important for anticodon recognition
and proper MARS function. The p.Ala397 residue,
identified in our patient, locates adjacently to the
Zn2+ binding site, crucial for the catalytic activity
of methionyl-tRNA synthetase. How different classes
of mutations cause different clinical presentations of
CMT remains to be elucidated and is an area of future
investigation.
This patient illustrates the variable phenotype of
CMT2U and highlights the value of robust functional
assays in supporting pathogenicity of variants.
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